Press Release

achelos IoT Active Member of GSMA
IoT experts engage in global network of mobile
communications industry and present solutions
on new website

Paderborn, June 14, 2018 – achelos GmbH sends a clear message to
customers and partners through its membership in the GSM
Association and its increasing focus on the mobile IoT segment with a
team of experts. The GSMA bundles the interests of 800 mobile
communications operators and 300 companies within the industry
worldwide. In March 2018, achelos IoT participated in the Mobile
World Congress of the GSMA in Barcelona. Launching the achelos IoT
business under the slogan “security. connected.“ the company
demonstrates its dedication to IoT, offering flexible solutions for the
challenges and developments surrounding the Internet of Things (IoT).

“achelos is established in various industries with a comprehensive IT and
embedded security expertise. We are transferring this expert knowledge
to IoT technology concepts for a broad range of applications.
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We develop flexible solutions for SIM and eSIM* management relying on
the GSMA standards. Thanks to our independence from (e)SIM
manufacturers , our customers can enjoy true interoperability and create
subscription and connectivity management services according to their
individual business requirements. Through our GSMA membership we
want to show a larger presence in the mobile IoT market as well as
actively contribute our expertise in IT and embedded security, test
management and software development in security-critical application
fields to working committees within this industry organisation“, Kathrin
Asmuth, managing partner of achelos GmbH, explains the direction of
the IoT division.

achelos IoT offers solutions for the secure management of mobile
connectivity (for SIM and eSIM*), tools for testing the robustness and
conformity of digital communication protocols as well as development
services for embedded systems.

* An eSIM is a SIM card embedded in a device to store network access
data for the identification and authentication of a mobile subscriber or
device.

About achelos GmbH:
achelos is a software development company founded in 2008 in Paderborn (Germany),
delivering manufacturer independent solutions for embedded systems in securitycritical application fields. achelos IoT is addressing the global IoT community and is
offering the expertise that enables customers to build innovative solutions for this
rapidly evolving market. Clients benefit from the strong expertise of achelos in
embedded technology and security. The company offers solutions and services for the
management of electronic identities and for safeguarding the compliance and
robustness of communication channels. The services of achelos IoT cover the entire
project lifecycle from design, development and security testing to deployment and
operation.
IoT.achelos.com
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About GSMA:
The GSMA represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide, uniting nearly 800
operators with more than 300 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem, including
handset and device makers, software companies, equipment providers and internet
companies, as well as organisations in adjacent industry sectors. The GSMA also
produces industry-leading events such as Mobile World Congress, Mobile World
Congress Shanghai, Mobile World Congress Americas and the Mobile 360 Series
conferences.
gsma.com
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